2002 dodge ram 1500 4.7 engine problems

The Dodge 4. Yet most of its quality issues center on lack of scheduled maintenance that will
doom any engine to an early death. The 4. The Dodge Ram picked up the 4. Horsepower ranges
from horsepower with lb. Engine failure, a recurring issue with Dodge Durangos and Dakotas,
has centered on the lack of proper maintenance. Although an owner may provide evidence of
regularly scheduled maintenance on the vehicle, evidence of oil sludge, metal shavings or
failure to replace parts at scheduled intervals could void the warranty. Engine failure can occur
after 70, miles due to poor or lack of maintenance. But engine failure also has been known to be
caused in some 4. The thin walls cause excessive heat, which over time will cause oil to become
gummy and the heads to crack. Only strictly following the factory recommended maintenance
schedule can minimize the exposure to engine failure and ensure the warranty will be honored.
Although engine failure in the Dodge 4. Internal examination of the engine has found oil sludge
to be present, although diagnostic checks fail to pinpoint the source of the failure. Oil sludge
appears to be a common problem with the 4. It has been known to build up in no matter what
the weight of the motor oil. Oil sludge is usually due to a faulty positive crankcase ventilation,
or PCV, valve. Changing the PCV and switching to high-mileage oil will probably solve the
problem, according to bobistheoilguy. A diagnostic of the radiator, thermostat, water pump and
gauge should pinpoint the problem. Oil foam, usually evident on the oil dipstick or inside the oil
cap, also is a result of a faulty PCV valve. A properly working PCV valve vents out excess
condensation that builds up. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting
and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting
to covering the Middle East. Dodge 4. Engine Failure Engine failure can occur after 70, miles
due to poor or lack of maintenance. Exceptions Although engine failure in the Dodge 4. Oil
Sludge Oil sludge appears to be a common problem with the 4. Overheating The 4. Oil Foam Oil
foam, usually evident on the oil dipstick or inside the oil cap, also is a result of a faulty PCV
valve. References Dodge 4. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to
explore more. Add your complaint? While driving all of the gauges have quit working headlights
stay on will not turn off. Add Complaint. Hello, I have had a problem with my Dodge Ram the
fuel line system just cracked and caused my vehicle to catch fire and blow up while myself in
my 7 year old granddaughter was in the vehicle my vehicle has been maintained since day one
when I bought it brand new never having problems with it other than your will wells were never
drilled out to drain the water in the back I would like to know if you have had other issues with
this vehicle on the same incident. Myself in my granddaughter inhale very toxic fumes before
we were able to get out the truck as it was on fire and inches away when it exploded. The
contact owns a Dodge Ram While driving 35 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The
contact attempted to restart the vehicle, but was unsuccessful. An independent towing
company towed the vehicle to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that the engine needed
to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but the failure recurred. The contact took the vehicle
back to the independent mechanic who informed the contact that the wire harness convertible
box had a lot of corrosion around it and needed to be replaced. A collision shop was contacted.
The dealer and manufacturer were not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , I've
had engine replaced 3 times with brand new remand from Chrysler Corp. Car accident occurred
when vehicles back cab hydroplaned and fishtailed out of control at less then 25mph and hit a
tree head on. No airbag deployed and driver was hurt. Engine failure while driving on highway.
Head or head gasket as it is burning lots of water. Flows out of tailpipes. So many problems
with this motor it should be recalled as there is no cheap fix. From sludge to overheating
problems that ruin the motor there are few options to replace other than a rebuilt that has been
altered to correct all said problems. Fairly high priced I might add. Dodge should claim some
responsibility and help out rather than ignoring this issue. This engine has failed too many
times the same way to be coincidence. Dropped valve seats locked up my 4. Parked truck at
brookshires to get gas, started truck up and bam blew the intake out the back killed the engine
everyone hit the pavement it was so loud like a bomb! Took engine all apart to find a valve seat
shattered destroying the head on both sides due to the valveseat breaking into about 20 small
pieces it sucked a few over across the engine to cylinders across ruining 2 pistons, both heads,
have all evidence still. I am being ignored on a seat belt recall nearly all 4. I was on my way
home from picking up my paycheck driving on the highway in the fast lane doing around 70
mph when all of a sudden my truck shut down with no warning and then restarted. I immediately
got off of the highway and took back roads. About 1. I had to have the truck towed home and
have not been able to get it started at all. I went online to see what might be the cause and have
found many related cases to what I am dealing with. Cracked dashboard. Parts of the dashboard
are falling down into air conditioner and everything else under it. There are parts of the foam
that are flying out of the air conditioner vents and pieces are coming out the vents, heas have
been replaced and now engine sounded like it exploded now it needs an engine vehicle model

year has many known non recalled issues - Dallas, GA, USA. The contact stated while driving
approximately 45 mph, the engine stalled without warning. However, the check engine light had
illuminated after the failure occurred. The vehicle was merged to the emergency lane and
restarted the vehicle. Also, the vehicle over heated multiple times. In addition, the dashboard
began to crack and later collapsed. The contact noticed that the crack was near the air bag and
could potentially inadvertently deploy the air bag. The failure caused the entire instrument panel
to malfunction. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic. The technician stated that
the engine and dashboard needed to be replaced. Also, the technician stated that the vehicle
was unsafe to drive. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was 54, I have a with the 4. When driving around town or even on the highway under 65
my thermostat never goes above just under halfway. Driving in town I have yet to see it go
above that point. However, when driving down the highway if I increase my cruising speed to
70, my thermostat climbs. When going it will go up to about the 1 O'clock point before I slow
down, so I don't know how far it would go if I continued. I replaced the thermostat, flushed the
radiator, replaced the fan clutch. But the problem remains. Was driving truck from store when I
started hearing a loud tapping noise coming from my engine. I took it to mechanic and was told
that the valve seats had dropped. I was told that this was a common problem with Dodge Ram
trucks with 4. I went to Dodge dealership before going to mechanic and they told me my
problem was that I had not changed my oil. I changed my oil every 5, miles on my own because
everytime I would take my truck to the dealership to get oil changed they would charge me a
couple of hundred dollars for other services. They would tell me that if I didn't get these other
services performed that it would void out my warranty. Now I am stuck with a truck with , miles
and I have to replace an expense motor. Gas pedal stuck, and caused unintended accelerating
while making a left turn onto a busy street. Vehicle spun out while my husband tried to get the
pedal unstuck the truck spun out more and turned a facing oncoming traffic back passenger tire
hit against the cement median knocking the tire in and busting the axel. The contact stated that
while driving 55 mph, the low coolant warning light illuminated and white smoke started to emit
from the exhaust. The contact mentioned that he waited for vehicle to cool down and added
coolant fluid to the radiator. The vehicle was not taken to repair shop or dealer to be inspected
or repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of failure who filed a report and did not offer any
additional assistance. The failure and current mileage was 54, Vehicle will lose power told that
engine heads need to be replaced. There is a engine design flaw for this year and model that
Dodge is not willing to admit nor repair there are multiple complaints but there was never a
recall. Vehicle will smoke upon starting and smoke will come back off and on. Just want dod ge
to admit the issue and cover repair. Shortly after entering highway , my engine fell on it's face. I
pushed the gas pedal but got nothing but RPM's from the engine. I began to move over to the
right with no power, little steering, a dash full of error lights, and doing my best not to get hit by
passing vehicles. Once I got to the side of the road, the engine wasn't running. I started the
engine and checked my gauges. The check engine light was on, the water temp was near the
red zone, and the engine sound like bowling ball in a dryer. There was fluid on the ground or
smoke from the tailpipes so I felt it was safer to get off the highway with the truck. Near the exit,
I pulled in a station where I checked the truck and top-off the water. The sound was like a
dropped rocker arm. I had the truck towed to the dealer where they from the "factory" coating
inside the oil pan had delaminated and was sucked into the pickup tube. The coating then
plugged the screen and pickup tube. I called Dodge cares and they tried to blame me then the
oil. I told them I've never used additives, always use mobil one, and I had receipts dating back
to the day I drove the truck off the lot new. They claimed this was a non-issue and it had not be
reported before now. I have always taken very good care of my vehicles and to be told a
manufacturing error is my fault does not set well with me. Now I have to replace the whole
engine because some engineer was dumb enough to coat the inside surface of the oil pan. I
normally travel during the night into early hours of the day. What if this had happen while I was
out in the middle of no-where. I'm handicapped; I couldn't have walked a quart of a mile for help.
What if my year mother had been driving my truck at the time! I have pictures if you want to see
them. That's a doube shot of awful in your morning coffee. Having a doge ram base model with
the 4. Took the truck to my mechanic because it just suddenly started running on 7 cylinders at
start-up soon to find out that my 2 cylinder has no compression. My mechanic said that after
removing the valve cove the valve on 2 cal. He spoke to a machine shop where they redo engine
heads and they replied that a common problem with this engine is that the valve seats move
and get loose. Most recently 3 weeks ago brand new set of tires and front brakes. If there ever is
a class action lawsuit I would be happy to participate being the original owner and only driver of
this truck I would have expected it to last a little longer. Truck ran great right up to the minute it
quit. I've spent way too much to keep this truck going and have to pull the plug. I wouldn't

recommend an older Dodge truck unless you have unlimited funds to keep it going. If that's the
case, buy a Toyota! At 92, miles I was driving home from work and all of a sudden my check
gauges light came on along with the dinging. As I was pulling off to the shoulder of the freeway
it completely died. Had no warning that anything was going with the motor at all. No
overheating, no ticking noises, nothing at all. After pulling over I opened the hood and noticed
that the upper radiator hose blew a hole but did not know because no water or steam came out
from under the hood until I came to a stop. Thought it just overheated so I figured I would
replace the hose and fill the radiator and be ok. Would not start so had to have it towed. Asked
around to see if anyone might know what had happened and everyone only talked to people
with mechanical experience either didn't know or they said blown head gasket. So I replaced the
head gaskets. It started but was running very rough and blowing smoke. Pulled the oil pan off
and saw that one of the rods was twisted and broken. Replaced with a remanufactured motor
and at about , miles it jumped out of time and bent 4 valves. I'm now at , miles and threw a rod
again. I love my truck but am tired of working on it. I'm done with Dodge because of the
arrogance their employees expressed when I went to the dealer about my experiences with this
truck. I will never ever buy anything from Chrysler again and there are lots of family, friends and
co workers that have seen me through all this that have also sworn off anything that has
anything to do with Chrysler. My boyfriend has had his Dodge Ram for three years and its
almost paid off. Coming home from Virginia it kept overheating. Pulled off at an exit and
checked the water and oil, couldnt find anything wrong. We would let the truck cool down and
start back on the road, about 20 minutes later it would overheat again. Truck got to knocking
and running rough. It took us forever to get back to N. Put truck in the shop and was told the 2
coil was bad, we replaced the coil and the shop called back to say that coil 4 was bad, we had
them replace that coil also, this kept on until just about all the coils were replaced. The next day
we received a call that the truck motor was blown. We have gone through the same problems
just like everybody else, I think it's time Dodge owns up to their mistakes and fix the problems.
Just like you all we are out I was driving down highway and the truck fell on it's face and died. I
had the truck towed to my local dealer thinking the engine had just drop a rocker arm. The tech
pulled the valve cover and didn't see anything. He then pulled the oil pan and found where the
paint inside the paint had delaminate and was sucked into the pickup tube. There it plugged the
screen. There was just enough oil to open the oil pressure switch but it starved the engine of
oil. I have records showing all of my oil changes and all the work that I've done to the truck. I
have always used M1 and never put any additives in the engine. Of course, Dodge says I did
something to cause this problem. I can't believe anyone would think putting any kind of coating
inside the oil pan is a good idea. I cannot post just how upset I am about this problem. Last
issue with a Dodge. Engine failure with Ram 4. Jumped time bent valve and engine had to be
rebuilt. Sold basically as scrap as many in my area are having engien problems with the 4. Don't
buy a Dodge 4. I bought the new in Oil was always changed according to 3K - 3. In I was working
a lot on the road in a company vehicle, so my truck sat in the garage from July until September
when my wife was taken to Charleston, WV for emergency cardiac surgery. She passed away in
February of I only tell you this to explain why I didn't have the time to go further with Chrysler. I
needed to get to Charleston and my car was in the shop, so I took my personal truck. When I
pulled it out of the garage I heard a lifter pecking. The service manager's first question was,
"Did you buy this here? When I went back the next day, he said the Chrysler Rep. I started
arguing that I wanted my warranty work done and he to me to sue him. I would cost me a lot
more in the long run. I called my dealer and was told to bring it there and they would 'take care
of it'. I had it towed there and after my wife died, went to see when they were going to fix it and
was told they weren't. That the Charleston shop had put the rejection 'on the computer' and they
weren't going to buy an engine. I had it towed home, pulled the engine, replaced the crank and 1
push rod not lifter , and had to take it to a local dealer to get it times 3 timing chains. The guy in
Charleston said the failure was due to oil sludge blocking the lift tube. Had I known about this
chronic problem then, I'd have seen a lawyer. Apparently, it is common knowledge now that
Dodge manufactured a faulty engine in the '02 Dodge Ram 4. It started in FEB '10 with Cylinder 4
misfire code. Went to the dealership and was told it was sparkplugs had them replaced. Went 30
days and Cylinder 4 misfire code again. Went back to same dealership and told it was either bad
Coil Pack or Fuel Injector Moved coil pack from cylinder 6 to cylinder 4 and vice versa. Went 1
day and guess what? That means it wasn't coil pack. Went 2 days this time before cylinder 4
misfire happend again. Temperature Indicator spiked and sucked all my coolant out. Next thing I
know was my engine was full of water and was told by same dealership that is was unfixable
and that I needed a new engine. Being as generous as they were, they quoted me a new engine
for 8K or a remanufactured one for 5K. Towed my "deadlined" Ram back to the house and had a
small auto shop take a look at it. They said I did not need a new engine, only new heads. Labor

was 1K 1, Hope this helped somebody I know what's the problem: the damn head gasket. Here
we go. One day driving on the freeway the truck just overheat, got out the road, by that time
steam all over. I have a Dodge Ram 4. I have a stalling problem, like many. This occurs mostly
when slowing down to stop or turn a corner. It does start easily. Local shops have found no
error codes except for a leaning out condition periodically. This is an extremely dangerous
situation. I have read many complaints of this condition with no definite answer. I understand
that Dodge will not help. The local shops offered to hang parts until the condition goes away. I
probably can't afford to do that. Does anyone have a fix? Thank You Mert I can't believe that
there are so many complaints of the same thing with this vehicle. Yet Chrysler has failed to
recognize the design flaw. Dam trucks only got little more than k on it all of a sudden
a"popping" noise from the motor. Well, this whole thing happened while I was in the dealars
parking lot. So, in to get the mechanic and service writer, and of course, it wont do it once
they're sanding there. So, I take it home, everything seems ok, and the next day, same
"popping" noise with a slight loss of power. I was at work at this point and its snowing outside.
Do you know how long it takes to get a wrecker when its snowing? So i slowly limped it to the
dealership. Engine light comes on, trucks running like a diesel, shaking, and it sounds like a
dune buggy! So, they put it back on, and sent me on my way. Well, then I saw this page or
others like it with what seems like 's of people complaining about the same motor and Chrysler
isn't doing a thing??? So, 2 days later, same thing, popping noise, back to the dealer, now its
the no8 cylinder and rocker arm. The dealer claims they have no experience with this problem
and I told them of what I read here and they said it wasn't worth worrying about what you read
and basically to let them do their thing. Well, off I go, another 2 hrs of labor. Limped it to the
dealer, the whole time the oil pressure was good, just had a loss of power and I know the damn
rocker arms are off again. Dealer fixes it again!! I tell them to just get it to hold for a few days so
I can trade it in!!!! They tall me I'm all set, No charge, come and get it Otherwise I know I'm
screwed, how do you sell or trade with a vehicle you cant keep running? So I go get it from the
dealer, turn the key and the engine makes a loud pop!!! The engine light comes on, and back
inside I go to get the service writer. He tells me he's at a loss for what to do besides pull the
head and re-work the valves which is costly. How costly, 2, in labor and 1, in parts. Are you
kidding me??? So, I have 3 options, give the truck away because it basically has no motor,
rework the valves and a cost of 3 grand and take a chance that it may not work. OR, get a
refurbished motor from Jasper, and find someone to install it. Well Jasper engines come with a
3 yr , mile warranty all parts and labor. Bad news is the dealer wants 6 grand to do this. You
want my advice if your vehicle has a 4. Go get a Chevy!!!! Here is another one, going to the
shore with the family oil pressure drops, engine seizes, cools down starts up 3 miles down the
road rapping sounds like rod bearing seizes again!! Bought this truck used with miles, when the
state sent the title to me, the previous owners name was on it, called him up and asked about
any problems he may have had. He said that when he bought it he is the second owner the
engine had sludge in it, he had it cleaned out and it ran fine!! I do have a 3rd party warranty on
it, 6 months miles, It started but had it towed to the shop were I bought it, and yes it is rapping!!
I only put 2, miles on it so they cant cry maintenance, haven't heard nothing from the shop yet,
will keep posting as info comes to me!!! Oil pressure gauge started to flucutate from normal to
zero and back erratically. Then, gauge dropped to zero and the engine blew as we were going
down the highway. We were stranded on the side of I-4 for hours! Oil was checked right before
our trip and was changed just a few weeks prior. As it seems you have all had the same issue as
I am about to describe, here goes anyway. My Mother-in-Law actually owned the truck when it
decided to take a dump on the highway leaving her stranded. The oil had sludged and caused to
overheat thus killing the oil pump and rendering it one big lawn ornament. When I received the
truck I figured I would try to fix the problem by replacing the oil pump and then flushing the
heads and block so far it has seemed to work but I also have to change the oil every or so miles
and also use a much thinner oil to stop the sludge process. This problem for her however didn't
occur until around , miles, so she may have gotten the life out of the truck. I also put in a high
capacity oil pump that can do a much better job at building pressure to help slow the possibility
of getting sludge, so if you do start to hear any more noises out of your engine try this solution,
it has worked for me going on 22, miles so far and still running like a champ. I do think however
that there should be a group of people get together to show DODGE "the error of their ways"
and put their sorry asses in the poor house! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most
Common Solutions: replace engine 10 reports not sure 8 reports replace motor 6 reports
replace engine heads 2 reports replace upper engine parts 1 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Ram problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Dodge mechanic
Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk.

Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. That's a doube shot of awful in your morning coffee. I want to think I have a
crack in the catalytic converter, but not sure. Truck runs good and even found a white sludge a
couple of times when I changed the oil like it has moisture in the oil. Still running at 52, and has
always been terrible on gas mileage, drove from CA to VA and had to fill up every miles when
fuel lite came on. I never had eng lite or gauges report anything was off. It looks as if Dodge is
dropping the ball and losing some customers over this issue. I myself have always been a
chevy person. I purchased Dodge in as a used vehicle with a lot of miles but in my price range. I
loved the looks and that is was a quad cab. I became a fan. I started having problems almost
immediately with the service engine soon light coming on. My mechanic said not too worry too
much most likely a oxygen sensor. I have had to replace my radiator twice for leaks. I change
my oil on a regular basis. And one day I started it up and it shook and made a ticking noise and
this is where I am at. It runs and holds oil pressure. My mechanic, cant figure out what the
issues is, he said he found a lot of small metal flacks in the engine oil, and said the oil looked
pretty dirty. I was supposed to have my truck paid off this year. But, my mechanic is saying that
the best way out of this problem is a new engine, which if I do it will be a Jasper. I love my truck,
took great care of it, and this is how it treats me!!!!!! Which I should have bought to begin with
or try to make it a few more years on a new engine. What a horrible experience!!! I purchased
my Dodge Ram in Nov. It had miles on it. It began to have a slit tick in it when you would first
start it in March of 07 with miles. It now has , miles on it and i have never fixed it. I just continue
to change the oil every miles. I spoke to a mechanic friend that said they are bad for the oil
screen pluging up on these vehicles. The noise will stop once the engine warms up so that
makes since. I am going to drop the oil pan when the weather breaks and try to fix the problem
because it is beginning to get worse. I am also going to flush the motor to make sure there is no
sludge build up. I will post an update once I complete to see if it helps. Started truck one
morning about three weeks ago with a loud ticking coming from engine on drivers side.
Sounded like exhaust leak at first then it went away. Kept happening. Checked oil Then about a
week later when I would start engine in the morning. The "check gauges" dummy light and tone
go off and oil pressure gauge reads zero for about seconds then shoots up to normal.
Accompanied by same loud ticking until pressure gets back up. Judging by several stories i've
found online it sounds like the sludge issue. Parked truck in driveway indefinitely until I speak
with dealer. Closed on presidents day. Looking for ideas. I've heard solutions such as cleaning
the oil pump siphon tube but it would appear to be a simple fix with all the people on this site
having to replace engines so I am a bit pessimistic. I will add updates as I learn more. I have to
say the 4. I have a Toyota pu that just hit , miles and i use it still for my daily driver. DODGE go
to japan and take some lessons from them on building a reliable truck I found this site after
looking trying to fix my problem. I Noticed a ticking noise after starting the engine and it only
lasted a few seconds so I never thought anything of it. I noticed the noise in early but my
mechanic said it was nothing to worry about as long as it ran fine. In August I was with my
brother when I got a check gauges light and the vehicle had over heated. I replaced the pugs
and keept getting cylinder 2 misfire, I replaced the ignition coil and still cylinder 2 misfire. I also
replaced the thermostat and still have problems. Nice to find this crap out. Way to go
Dodge!!!!!!!!!! I had stated in another complaint about relieving the ticking noise in the engine
by changing the oil every miles. Well, this must have been a good idea because I have seen
others who had their engine cease to run at an earlier mileage. I started the mile oil changes at
26, miles and it wasn't until the truck was at , miles that the ticking noise returned. My mechanic
said that it did not sound serious and that we would keep an eye on it. Of course I took it for a
second opinion. Then a third, and a fourth, and well I went through 12 different mechanics and 2
dealers and they all said the same thing. I even had a couple of them tell me that I was being an
over sensitive female! The noise progressively became louder and at around , miles I noticed
that the oil pressure would fluctuate slightly. I immediately took the truck to my mechanic. He
could not reproduce the oil fluctuation and told me that the noise was not as bad I made it
seem; that I was over reacting. WELL, At , miles I was driving down the road and the oil
pressure base lined and the ticking noise sounded like someone was beating a sledgehammer
on the hood of my truck and BAM! There went the engine. All this happened in less than a
minute and I could not shut the truck off fast enough. My mechanic told me that the oil pump
had gone and that the 4 cylinder was damaged as well. He also told me that he was confused by
the amount of sludge build up in the engine. I called Dodge to inquire about any reported
problems or recalls with this engine. Of course they denied knowing anything. I was told by
Dodge that the engine failed because I apparently did not take care of my engine. After reading
the other complaints, which seem to be the same as mine, I think I took better care of my truck
because it lasted to , miles. Which stupid me, the saga continues in the next complaint. My saga

still continues. I really wish I had found this web site sooner. I would have gotten rid of my truck
or tried to put a completely different engine in the truck myself. Even though I have been told
several times that another engine would not fit in the truck which I do not believe. Engine 2
developed the same ticking noise that engine 1 had, 1 month after it was installed in November
of , at about 7, miles. A red flag immediately went up. I took it back to my mechanic and he
could not hear the noise. I told him he needed to get his hearing checked. At the next oil change
I complained about the ticking noise and insisted something was wrong. Again he said he could
not hear anything wrong. Each time I took the truck for an oil change I was told there was
nothing wrong. By March of the ticking noise was loud enough that my mechanic admitted he
heard it. It was due for a transmission fluid change so I made arrangements to leave the truck
with him and have him service the truck and check out the ticking noise. Oh and by the way, do
you hear a clicking noise when you shift into or out of gear? That part on the transmission has
been recalled by Dodge. Do yourself a favor and check into it. When I picked the truck up I was
told by my mechanic that there was nothing wrong with the engine. Well, at , miles which is only
60, miles on engine 2, guess what happened. Come on guess! Engine 2 gone. The ticking
became a knocking which became a sledgehammer on my hood. Only this time the truck shook
violently like I was running over something really big. I knew what happened. I didn't need no
stinking mechanic to tell me what happened. My new mechanic says that cylinder 4 was
damaged due to the top of the piston sheering off, due to what he suspects was a drop in the oil
pressure. What makes things worse is that I paid for a warranty on engine 2 only to find out that
there is no warranty. I am not a stupid bimbo but I sure do feel like one. I have never trusted any
dealership. I did trust my mechanic. I used him for almost 6 years and this is what happens?!
Stupid me for being trusting. It seems that Dodge does know of this problem. It seems that they
choose NOT to fix this problem or acknowledge it. I think that Dodge should be made
accountable for putting faulty engines in their Ram trucks. Any how, I am not able to afford
payments on a new truck so I am purchasing engine 3. However, I am seriously going to talk to
the new mechanic about putting another engine other than the 4. If it is possible, because that is
what I want done. I am not going to pay for engine 4. I will roll my truck into the burn pit and
torch it first. This is the first incident. By July the truck had developed a ticking noise coming
from the engine. At this time I only had 26, miles on the truck I drove alot then. The mechanic at
Maroone Dodge told me that there was nothing wrong with the engine and that what I was
hearing was a normal engine noise. By September I had taken the truck back to Maroone Dodge
4 more times. The noise was getting progressively louder. Each time I was told there was
nothing wrong with the engine and that it was a normal noise. Now I may be a female, but I know
that that ticking noise was not normal. I began changing the oil every miles and that seemed to
help considerably. The ticking noise became almost unnoticeable. I didn't have any problems
until I moved to Central Florida. I am doing what was asked so the saga continues on the next
complaint. This noise occurs only while the truck is in gear or better yet while the engine is
under a load, but I haven't looked for a chassis dyno to test. The noise sounds like it is coming
from the driver side of the engine. It sounds like either fuel in the lines is cavitating, or the
engine vacuum is very low but haven't use a vacuum gauge or fuel pressure gauge to check
these. The noise occurs around to rpm and only while the engine is under a load. If the
transmission is in park or neutral there is no noise when I run the engine up to to rpm. I have
not gotten a check engine light nor does the engine appear to be running rough or losing power
while in this condition. Any thoughts are appreciated. After 6mos I started noticing a knocking
noise. When I took it to the dealer to check it out they said that there was nothing wrong. Engine
lights kept coming on. Never expected what happened next. Just recently I changed the 4x4 and
noticed my oil pan was leaking. When I took the oil pan to fixed it I found a piece of the
crankshaft in the pan. Went to the dealer and was told I needed a new engine or rebuilt the one I
got. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 9 reports new
engine 2 reports changed oil every miles 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites 4. At this time my truck
has stopped making a lot of noise on start up. Poor excuse for a engine that will not stay
together for miles. Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. I have a Dodge Ram
that recently needed the water pump replaced. After replacement the truck kept overheating. I
then took the liberty to replace the thermostat as well. As far as hardware is concerned, that
leaves only the radiator I have a Dodge Ram 4x4, I only drive this vehicle about every other
weak. Last week I went out and started the truck and I let it warm up. When I got back in the
truck I noticed the Temperature Gauge in the red. I opened the hood and nothing felt that hot the
radiator hose was cold. My brother has a 96 Dodge Ram that keeps overheating after going a

few miles. He has replaced the thermastate, water pump, and clutch band. The radiator is only a
year old. The water levels are fine. There is no blowed head. Why is this truck still running hot? I
have a dodge ram 4x4 with not even 50, miles on it. Lately when I've been driving with my heat
on, the heater will start blowing cold air then my temperature gauge says my truck is
overheating. What is causing this? I haven't tried replacing anything yet. What should I start
with? Remember Me? Find questions to answer Find today's questions Find unanswered
questions. Search Topics. Login Not a member? Join our community. Wallyb Posts: 1,
Reputation: 1. May 29, , PM. What can cause overheating on my Dodge Ram 4. Stratmando
Posts: 11,, Reputation: Not saying compression test or blown head gasket yet. Ckeck Oil and
water? If tune up has been a while, plugs may reveal trouble. Have you checked the radiator
cap? Try removeing it and let the truck run for awhile, if it doesn't overheat I'd replace it.
Vandy-1 Posts: 99, Reputation: 6. May 30, , AM. GADawg Posts: 1, Reputation: 1. Jan 8, , PM. I
also have the same problem with my RAM. Mine only overheats when I get up to 70mph for
more than 5 or 10 minutes. Runs normally around town. I've flushed the radiator, replaced the
thermostat, and replaced the clutch fan. But nothing has helped yet. Rareautoparts Posts: 2,
Reputation: 1. Jan 6, , PM. Originally Posted by GADawg. I also have the exact same problem
with my RAM. I have the same problem. Around town and short drives the temperature is
normal except the heater only blows warm air, not hot. I have changed the water pump and
thermostat. A mechanic said he thought I had a steam pocket in the engine. Sometimes an air
pocket gets in the aluminum head and causes a hot spot and water does not circulate properly.
He did a carbon monoxide test to see it has a cracked head and it doesn't. I've tried
unsuccessfully to get the air pocket out. Can anyone tell me how to do this? I've tried keeping
the cap off and fill it with anti-freeze and run the engine a long time. I've opened the bleed screw
on top to let air escape. It still overheats after I've ran it on the highway for about an hour. Can
anyone tell me an easy way to get air out of the cooling system? TxGreaseMonkey Posts: 16,,
Reputation: Open the bleeder screw and fill the radiator, until coolant starts to run out. Close
the bleeder screw, finish topping off the radiator, fill the reservoir to the "MAX" line, warm the
engine to normal operating temperature, and squeeze the top radiator hose several times to
purge any air. May 25, , PM. Originally Posted by Rareautoparts. May 26, , AM. May 26, , PM.
Originally Posted by TxGreaseMonkey. Chrometruck Posts: 2, Reputation: 1. Jun 3, , PM.
Originally Posted by Wallyb. Originally Posted by Chrometruck. Just thought I would tell you
what I found with mine. My 02 Ram was overheating for no reason. I checked everything. Went
to all the sites. It stated two things that could be wrong cause I checked everything else. Heater
core or Head Gaskets. To check the heater core you have to see if there is any moisture in the
truck by the windows - I didn't have that problem. Head Gaskets well pretty simple check to see
if there is oil in the anitfreeze or antifreeze in the oil. The best was is to drain the coolant. Boy
was I freakin happy about that. Ok so I am a girl so if I said something wrong try and figure out
how a girl thinks you might get it. Jul 1, , PM. Next step is fan clutch and heater core flushing,
fairly new heater core in it already. Will keep updated if something fixes the problem. Jul 27, ,
PM. Turned out to be my heater core, had I tiny tiny leak or block somewhere, wasn't losing
enough coolant to notice but had a puddle in my vents. Oct 11, , PM. I have the same problem
with my with 4. Idles fine though. Oct 26, , PM. The 3. Try this - remove the bleeder plug on the
water outlet for the upper hose and the radiator cap. Pinch off the upper hose with a pair of vise
grips or something similar. Put a small funnel in the bleeder hole and fill with coolant until the
system is full and then remove the pinch off and reinstall the plug. Finish topping off the system
at the radiator, start it up and see what happens. If you still have air trapped in the system you'll
need to find someone with a vacuum venturi tool that can pull the air out of the system. One
more thing, are you sure the poppet valve in the stat is pointing up? Mar 9, , PM. Try replacing
the heater control valve if the car has one, sometimes and engine temp control sensor or switch
will cause this to happen as well. Sorry I meant engine coolant temp sensor or switch. Apr 9, ,
PM. What can cause a dodge truck to over heat? Not your question? Ask your question View
similar questions. Dodge ram overheating [ 2 Answers ] I have a dodge ram 4x4 with not even
50, miles on it. Answer Find questions to answer. Find today's questions. Find unanswered
questions. Search Search Topics. Advanced Search. Not a member? Wallyb Posts: 1,
Reputation: 1 New Member. Find latest posts by Wallyb. Stratmando Posts: 11,, Reputation:
Uber Member. Send a private message to Stratmando. Find latest posts by Stratmando. Vandy-1
Posts: 99, Reputation: 6 Junior Member. I agree start with the easy inexpensive troubleshooting.
A worn cap not letting the system build up pressure can lead to boil off and Your symptoms.
Send a private message to Vandy Find latest posts by Vandy Find latest posts by GADawg.
Rareautoparts Posts: 2, Reputation: 1 New Member. Find latest posts by Rareautoparts. Find
latest posts by TxGreaseMonkey. Originally Posted by Rareautoparts I have the same problem.
I'm another one, I just replaced my thermostat and it still overheats. Also, it only blows warm

air, not hot. Have you found out what the problem is yet? Replacing the radiator is my next
attempt to fix the problem. Since you mentioned it, I will try to flush the heater core I've never
done it before but I will give it a shot. Thanks for the quick response. Chrometruck Posts: 2,
Reputation: 1 New Member. Find latest posts by Chrometruck. OK, I'll check that. Thank you.
Find latest posts by bentheman. Find latest posts by levip Find latest posts by jdoesdallas. Find
latest posts by thick. Page 1 of 2. Are you encountering 4. Possible solutions are everywhere
you look. So, you are probably wondering which ones really work. That is exactly why we wrote
this article â€” to break down for you the solutions to your strife that bring you results. This
article details the common issues you will see with these powerful vehicles and successful
methods for fixing your troubles before they cascade into bigger problems. Read on to learn
how you can keep your Dodge running smoothly and efficiently. Top 65 Batteries for automotive
use. On the market for over 20 years, 4. Generally, you find this engine operating in a V8
system, with each cylinder featuring two valves. Made of aluminum and cased in iron, this
engine is sturdy and powerful, affording the strength you need for your heavy-duty truck to
operate smoothly. Coming in different models, the high output version produces a high power
wattage and significantly increased torque. You can find the engines in everything from Jeeps
to Chryslers to Dodges. As with any machinery that is so prevalent on the market, you can
expect some company designed revisions. Starting in , you can track, over time, the updates
run by the motor company. These work to address some issues, though it is always best to
learn to troubleshoot on your own. The features of this model are quite straightforward,
including some of the following highlights:. How to replace infinity speakers on the RAM truck.
Chances are, if you are driving a vehicle with this engine, then you are bound to encounter
some of these frequently seen issues. Here we break down the most cumbersome and tricky
problems so that you know what to look for when your truck starts to rumble and grumble. The
most common problems are:. Otherwise known as buildup â€” when the oil thickens, and your
engine performance reduces significantly. It also potentiates other problems like transmission
and engine failure. While routine oil changes can ease the trouble, many vehicle users find that
the issue remains. Often, the cause is ventilation issues in the PCV or crankcase. Bear in mind
that regardless of the weight of your oil, this issue can present itself. Basically, this concern is
the equivalent of old age for your engine. You will typically see this when the engine runs for
over 70 thousand miles with great upkeep or less if you do not properly maintain your engine.
Since the sludge leads to overheating, you see failure as a result of cracks in the system. This
should go without saying, but all parts of a vehicle are inherently connected. As a result, if one
part breaks down and you do not fix it promptly, it will lead to a cascade of engine failure and
overall vehicle trouble. Keep an eye on all parts of your vehicle. Perform routine maintenance
and even if it is something small like light or in-vehicle air conditioning , fix the issue promptly.
When one part breaks down, others follow. To find the exclusive Dodge Challenger RT exhaust
view our comprehensive guide. This issue is pretty straightforward and usually, you will see it
from the gauges when you are driving. It is pretty common when you run the vehicle for too
long or have not performed routine maintenance. As the engine ages, you need to be all the
more prudent about keeping your coolant current and making sure to give the truck sufficient
downtime. Otherwise, the issue can present at random and results from too much heat in the
engine without sufficient opportunity to release this energy whether kinetically â€” by motion,
or thermally â€” into the surrounding air. A review of 5. Have you ever taken off your oil cap and
found a disconcerting foam at the bottom? This also arises when there is too much humidity or
moisture in your oil. Generally, you can cause this problem when you do not heat up your
engine sufficiently before running the vehicle. It is pretty easy to identify since you can do a
visual check on the oil cap to confirm your suspicions. Failing to keep your vehicle in
ship-shape is a surefire way to encounter engine issues and eventually failure. All vehicles
come with maintenance recommendations for a reason. From the most routine like cleaning and
oil changes to more dramatic fixes like brake checks, there is no better way to avoid issues than
to stay ahead of the curve. Stick to the recommendations because it is the best way to make
sure that your vehicle runs smoothly for as long as possible. A notorious issue presents with an
unfortunate noise that is at best irritating and at worst an indicator of a huge problem. Usually,
drivers find that the issue stems from a lack of lubricant. Address this first as a method of
diagnosis. Should the issue persist, it may indicate a more substantial and systemic concern. If
this is the case, it is best to get a mechanic to take a look at the engine to prevent other unseen
problems from getting worse. A table of the selected tuner of 5. It might sound straightforward,
but once you identify oil sludge as the issue with your engine, the first thing you need to do is
an oil change. Do another oil change and make sure to use high quality, light, and synthetic oil
when you run this maintenance. You can easily do an oil change in your garage or take it into a
lubricating facility. Either way, this step is critical to ensuring that you do everything possible to

prevent the issue from worsening. Change out your filters and upgrade your oil choices. For
best results, also use a high-quality fuel when you gas up the truck. Looking for some more
helpful hints? Check out this handy video. Chances are, if you are seeing engine failure, then
you have had your Dodge for a while. This is likely because of old age and excessive mileage. If
you kept up with maintenance and made sure to take care of the truck, then really all you can do
is slow down how much you use the truck itself. Sure, you can switch out parts to try and stem
the tide, but ultimately, when the engine starts to fail it is a matter of either replacing it as a
whole or looking for a new vehicle. Thankfully, there are a lot of signs that this is coming, such
as an overall breakdown of its components. When one part of your vehicle goes, you should do
two things. The first is to repair that issue itself. If it is a faulty part, replace it. Chances are that
you can do this on your own. A common issue is the water pump breakdown. This leads to
cooling issues for the engine which contributes to early engine failure. It is pretty easy to fix
this problem just check out the handy video seen here:. Some other issues are filters and spark
plugs, both of which you can swap out easily in your home garage. If you have a vehicle of any
kind, then you have experienced engine overheating. It is a fairly run of the mill issue, but
nonetheless, it is important to know how to recognize it and fix it quickly. If your engine is
overheating then firstly, your gauge will show you the problem. Secondly, you will get pretty
clear audio engines grumble when they are not happy. When you run the vehicle for too long,
too intensely, or in an arid climate, then overheating is basically an inevitability. To fix this, the
first step is to give the truck a break. When you can, pull over and rest the vehicle preferably
before it starts to fume â€” literally. It can also be the engine telling you it is time for a check-up
so remember to stay up to date on your routine maintenance. For more helpful tricks and
possible solutions to this issue, check out this useful video:. Resist the quick trip and take a
couple of extra laps around the block. Your system will thank you. This step will usually
address the issue off the cuff. Try it out before spending unnecessary dough at a mechanic
shop. The other thing you can do is to switch to a high-quality synthetic oil. This prevents
low-quality products from weaving their way through your system. Since oil is the essential
lubricant for your engine, it is definitely worth springing for the top tier option. With these two
solutions combined, your foaming and frothing will abate. Okay, it should go without saying
that to keep your vehicle maintained, you need to perform routine maintenance. Starting with oil
and fluids and working its way through all the systems, these steps are more than lip service,
they are essential to keeping your engine running smoothly. This way, you do everything
possible to keep it happy and running smoothly. Conversely to the foaming issue, the ticking
sound is most frequent when the engine is operating too much. Often seen in cold climates, the
best solution is to warm up your vehicle before taking any major trips. Prevent this with indoor
parking, plugging in your block heater, and keeping all fluids topped up at all times. A of top
picks of silverado exhaust system. As with any engine on the market, there are draws and
pitfalls. It is up to you, the driver, to determine what is most important to your purposes. Some
of the most significant benefits and drawbacks are:. If you are looking for something to tow
lightweight cargo and have time for the maintenance, then this is a great option for your needs
especially since you can troubleshoot almost all issues. For the recreational driver, this engine
is ideal. Durable shocks for Toyota 4Runner on the market today. In essence, 4. Forever issue,
there is an easy fix. Provided you have the time and can pay attention to the nuances of these
vehicles , then this is the perfect ride for your needs. Stay up to date on your maintenance and
always keep your ears and eyes open for problems as they arise. This way, not only will you be
able to address the concerns, you can keep prevent them before they even take hold. Browse
top Head Gasket For 6. If you purchase any product via our suggested links, we may earn a
small commission. Learn more. Contents What is a Dodge 4. Features of 4. Oil Sludge Engine
Failure Component Breakdown Overheating Oil Foam Maintenance Issues Engine Ticking
Noises The Solutions of 4. As anyone who has owned a truck knows, all trucks have their
issues. The Dodge Ram , while an overall dependable truck, has its own set of problems that
may crop up, getting in the way of work, play, and dipping into your bank account as well. This
article focuses on the full size pickup formerly known as the Dodge Ram pickup and now known
as the RAM pickup. When it starts to go, it wreaks havoc on any and every function that
requires electrical input. When the TIPM starts to go out:. Most of these issues make it hard, or
just plain embarrassing, to drive the truck, but the unreliability of airbag deployment is a
life-threatening danger. Sometimes you can correct the issues by re-flashing and re-configuring
the modules, or replacing the relays. Complete replacement is the only option in many cases. If
your or other RAM in this model year range stalls when stopping, stalls at idle, or seizes up
unexpectedly, you may have one of the most commonly reported problems for these trucks â€”
cam and lifter failure. This issue can potentially affect all late models. All cams wear out
eventually, but a huge number of RAM owners report severe problems with well under 75, miles

on the vehicle. The most common report is of the 3 or 2 cylinder misfiring, in combination with
lifters seizing up. In these cases, the cam often shows premature wear and one or more lobes
may be heavily grooved and damaged. Unfortunately, this problem is often prohibitively
expensive to fix once the truck is out of warranty. The availability of replacement parts is an
issue too, as the problem is so widespread that the required components are often on
backorder, even as recently as One of the most irritating RAM problems also plagues other
model years. Body structure should be the least of your worries if your car is less than 10 or so
years old, yet s are known for less-than-stellar construction. Some of the issues on newer RAM
trucks include:. In addition to being ugly, body structure problems can quickly compromise
vehicle safety. Multiple coolant leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as
affecting model years The sources of coolant leaks can be gaskets, the heater hose, hoses to
the water pump or problems with the water pump itself. This can be one of the more irritating
problems to fix because the source of the leak is not always apparent. That and the fact that
these leaks tend to recur also means repair costs are tough to estimate. Problems in the
transmission range from causing slight annoyance to making the truck dangerous to drive.
There are a variety of ways transmission issues show up in these trucks, including:. In many
cases, both owners and dealerships have a hard time diagnosing and fixing these critical
issues. Even when the problem is pinpointed correctly, owners have reported frustration with
necessary parts being on backorder for months at a time. Transmission issues are one of the
leading reasons owners trade their trucks in or pursue lemon law claims. While many of the
same problems persist across generations, some issues affect Dodge Rams more than others.
The common problems range from quick fixes to significant part replacements that may not be
worth the time and money if your Ram is toward the older end of the generation. A bad or failing
manifold leads to decreased engine performance, and broken manifold bolts are common in
Dodge Ram s of all ages. The most common symptom of broken or degraded bolts is a ticking
sound on cold starts, frequently heard from the passenger side of the truck. The source of the
sound is a cold manifold with damaged bolts, which allows gases to seep around the bolts
rather than through the exhaust system as designed. Luckily, this issue is relatively easy to fix
or have repaired. However, some owners report having to get their manifold bolts replaced
multiple times. There appears to be a real quality control issue for Dodge in these bolts, and
owners have been stuck with the bill. The cost of repair depends on how many new bolts are
required and whether old bolts are difficult to remove. Sometimes the bolt head will degrade so
much that it breaks off, leaving the rest of the bolt stuck and in need of expertise to remove.
There are a significant number of owners dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems are incredibly common as well. Transmission
issues â€” particularly Dodge Ram transmission problems â€” are equally common. Some
Dodge Ram s stall when braking and at idle, as well. The transmission may also slip or refuse to
shift at all, which is one of the main Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems. The dash will
start with a few cracks that widen over time, often with chunks of plastic breaking off
completely. Dodge has never formally acknowledged this happening, and owners rarely ever get
any assistance from the manufacturer. Although this problem is present in models to , the
highest rate of reports is in the model years. The worst issues occur when the rain hits â€” your
whole interior can get wet, and if it stays that way for a while, mold will form, eventually ruining
the interior of your truck. Luckily, window seals are an easy DIY fix with any number of adhesive
kits. Lighting issues are common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited
Dodge Ram electrical problems specifically. Owners find that their headlights, taillights or turn
signals suddenly stop working, causing irritation at best and a safety hazard at worst. In some
cases, the issue is caused by pinched wiring in the trailer hitch. These cases are easy to identify
since the lights shut off immediately after attaching the trailer. Other times, the issue is yet
another symptom of problems with the TIPM. As with the most Dodge trucks, Dodge Rams are
known for rotting away well before their time. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram
trucks include:. These rust problems start out as a bubble or two in the paint, and then quickly
turn into widespread cancer. And, as soon as you see that first paint bubble, fix it. The Dodge
Ram trucks are notorious for wearing through front wheel bearings. Wheel bearing replacement
in the Dodge Ram seems to be the most prevalent starting around 75, miles. If you notice this
type of noise, have it checked immediately. This could be extremely dangerous, especially at
highway speeds. For example, many owners report the Dodge Ram stalls while driving. Here are
three of the issues that are common to find in Rams. Rams from this generation, especially the ,
have a particularly nasty problem with sludge buildup in the engine. This notorious issue can
blow the engine or lead to other problems like drops in oil pressure or overheating due to the
radiator bursting from backpressure. Unfortunately, since this issue takes a while to build up,
the end result of engine failure usually appears after the warranty is up. Depending on the

condition of the rest of the truck this may not be a worthwhile investment. Engine components
get leaky in older trucks, and the Ram is no exception. Many owners in this model year bracket
experience excessive oil consumption, sometimes up to a quart every 50 miles. The truck may
burn oil rather than leaking. Gas mileage can be cut in half, and oil pressure may suddenly drop
before coming back up again. Luckily, this is a relatively easy fix. Replacing the plenum gasket
often does the trick at a cost of just a few dollars if you do it yourself. However, the engine
problems that many Dodge Rams tend to have can result in too much fuel entering the
converter. It can form a coating on the catalyst and prevent the converter from working or cause
it to overheat. The truck might lose power, you might hear some rattling, and the check engine
light may come on. The exhaust might have an unusual smell, too. Dodge is the product of two
brothers and more than a century of innovation. Horace E. Dodge and John F. Dodge started out
making bicycles, and at the turn of the 20th century, they opened their first machine shop. They
started out making stove parts and branched out to auto components, selling them to the Ford
Motor Company among others. Both brothers died in , but by then, Dodge was already one of
the biggest players in the industry. Chrysler purchased Dodge in Over a couple of decades,
trucks began getting their own designs for chassis and body, as differentiation was needed in
the growing market. Light and medium-duty trucks were the first Dodges offered, with
heavy-duty models appearing throughout the s and s. The Warren Truck Assembly plant opened
in Michigan in , and Dodge still makes trucks there today. The B series was designed to replace
the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to civilians. It came in several variations. The
C series was a complete redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound
windshields. Dodge has always been ahead of the game in terms of putting amenities in its
trucks. In the later 70s, Dodge went after the people who wanted their trucks to be fun as well as
functional. Dodge had some financial issues throughout the 80s, but two things helped revive
the brand. The first was the addition of the reliable Cummins B Series turbo-diesel in In , Dodge
spun their trucks off into the Ram brand. Today, Ram trucks are known for having some of the
best amenities and infotainment systems in the industry â€” making them the prime choice for
people who want a luxury feel to their trucks. When you need auto body repair panels and parts
for your Dodge Ram, come to Raybuck. We have a wide selection of repair panels for your or
Ram Whether you need cab corners , rocker panels , truck bed panels or another part, we have
you covered with parts to replace your damaged or rusted panels. Our parts are made using the
latest in cutting-edge technology, and continuously update our product line to ensure you get
only the best parts in the industry. The panels you get from Raybuck offer perfect fitment and
durability thanks to the use of heavy-gauge stamped steel and 3D scans of an original part
during the manufacturing process. I have a and it seems I have the hard shift to stop when
coming to a stop both in no incline and on hill. On hills seem worse and more consistent to get.
I have had both diff fluids replaced as well as transfer case fluid replaced. They told me you
cannot replace the transmission fluid as it is sealed off for life. Engine light came on in my
dodge when passenger opened door while in drive and the truck died. I got a Dodge Ram it
burns oil.. The 4 actuators have been replaced and nothing is clogging the vent areas behind
and under the dashboard. Have a sluggish shifting in the transmission of my ram 5. Only has
22, miles. Any ideas? Hi Eddie. That could be a number of things. I would start by checking the
cabin air filter. It may need to be replaced. Or, if someone removed it, you may just need to
install one. I would check coils on cylinders having miss if not mistaken there is issues with
them going bad and losing spark when warm. My 4. Hi Charlene. I do not know where you can
get a full replacement dash. If tour looking for a 1st 2nd 3rd gen cluster out of luck. Dodge
discontinued them. Replacement clusters cannot be programmed to the truck! Send off for
repair or fix yourself. Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and supplier
delays, your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. The
horn may go off at random. Power windows will stop working or start opening themselves. The
fuel pump may not shut off when the vehicle does. Doors may lock and unlock themselves.
Coolant fans may stop operating. The ABS may have problems. The radio may randomly shut
off while driving. Cam and Lifter Failure If your or other RAM in this model year range stalls
when stopping, stalls at idle, or seizes up unexpectedly, you may have one of the most
commonly reported problems for these trucks â€” cam and lifter failure. Some of the issues on
newer RAM trucks include: Tailgates falling open at random due to faulty lock mechanisms.
Bumper holes drilled too large. Defective painting with bubbles underneath. Rusting, especially
on bolts and bumpers. Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch area of the bed.
Coolant Leaks Multiple coolant leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as
affecting model years There are a variety of ways transmission issues show up in these trucks,
including: Slow starts. Engine running rough. Bumping hard into 1st gear. Jerk when shifting
from 1st to 2nd. Slipping into gear when in traffic. Hard downshift to stop when slowing down.

Exhaust Manifold Bolts A bad or failing manifold leads to decreased engine performance, and
broken manifold bolts are common in Dodge Ram s of all ages. Engine and Transmission Issues
There are a significant number of owners dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems are incredibly common as well. Lighting Issues
Lighting issues are common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited
Dodge Ram electrical problems specifically. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram
trucks include: Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch a
johnson outboard parts diagram
free ford f150 wiring diagram
1998 ford escort starter
rea of the bed. Rotting of both driver and passenger side cab corners. Rotting of both driver
and passenger side rocker panels, typically starting across the lower door weatherstrip seal.
Rotting of the oil pain. Wheel Bearings The Dodge Ram trucks are notorious for wearing
through front wheel bearings. Motor Sludge Rams from this generation, especially the , have a
particularly nasty problem with sludge buildup in the engine. Manifold Gasket Leaks Engine
components get leaky in older trucks, and the Ram is no exception. B Series to Dodge Trucks
The B series was designed to replace the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to
civilians. B1-T: Variation with a semi-truck cab. B1-V: Van variation. C Series to Dodge Trucks
The C series was a complete redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound
windshields. Any thoughts? Any idea why my ram has white particales blowing from under
hood and into cab? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

